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Abstract
Mobile social apps provide sharing and networking opportunities based on a user’s location, activity, and set of nearby users. A platform for these apps must meet a wide range of communication needs while ensuring users’ control over their privacy. In this paper, we introduce EnCore, a mobile platform that builds on secure encounters between pairs of devices as a foundation for privacy-preserving communication. An encounter occurs whenever two devices are within Bluetooth radio range of each other, and generates a unique encounter ID and associated shared key. EnCore detects nearby users and resources, bootstraps named communication abstractions called events for groups of proximal users, and enables communication and sharing among event participants, while relying on existing network, storage and online social network services. At the same time, EnCore puts users in control of their privacy and the confidentiality of the information they share. Using an Android implementation of EnCore and an app for event based communication and sharing, we evaluate EnCore’s utility using a live testbed deployment with 35 users.

1 Introduction

Mobile social apps consider users’ location, activity, and nearby users to provide context-aware services; e.g., detecting the presence of friends (Google Latitude, Foursquare [8, 6]), sharing recommendations about sights, goods and services (Foursquare), sharing content (Color [5]), gaming with nearby users (Nintendo 3DS, Sony PS Vita [15, 16]), and connecting strangers who met but failed to exchange contact details (SMILE, Smokescreen [46, 26]). Users of these increasingly popular apps are exposed to various privacy risks. Most presently deployed mobile social apps rely on a trusted cloud service [6, 8] used to match and relay information, requiring users to reveal their whereabouts, the perils of which have been extensively noted [18, 24, 55, 21, 49].

Some recent apps [1, 3] additionally use device-to-device (D2D) communication via short-range radio (e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Direct). D2D communication permits new capabilities: first, devices can precisely identify nearby devices, enabling powerful ad hoc communication and sharing. Second, D2D enables devices to create pairwise shared keys, which can be used to bootstrap secure and private communication without a trusted broker.

Recognizing this opportunity, new secure D2D handshake protocols, such as SMILE [46], SmokeScreen [26] and SDDR [44] have been developed. Our own prior work, SDDR, provides a secure encounter abstraction: pairs of co-located devices establish a unique encounter ID and associated shared key using D2D communication, which encounter peers can subsequently use for secure communication. While specific apps have been built using encounters [46, 26], no platform exists that relies on encounters to enable the full range of privacy-preserving mobile social communication and sharing.

In this paper, we leverage the notion of addressable secure encounters introduced in SDDR to build EnCore, a communication platform that exposes powerful new capabilities to mobile social apps. Using EnCore, apps can:
• Rely on encounters to conveniently and securely bootstrap events, which represent socially meaningful gatherings. Events represent proximal groups of users associated with inferred context and user annotations;
• Send, receive, share, organize and search information and contacts by referring to events by their name, time or location, confidentially and with full control over participants’ anonymity and linkability;
• Use conduits to distribute and store information within events, before, during and after the actual social event. Current conduits rely on Email, Dropbox and Facebook.

To illustrate the space of apps supported by EnCore, consider a scenario of tourists visiting a site. While there, visitors wish to share live recommendations on nearby sights, shows to attend and eateries to try, but don’t wish to reveal any (long-term) linkable information about themselves. If, unbeknownst to them, a known friend is in the area, they would like to be notified and vice-versa, yet they wish to remain anonymous to strangers. At a later time, attendees may like to share content (e.g., photos) and commentary related to the visit, but only with those who were there. Lastly, some might wish to follow up with a special person they met but failed to exchange contact information with. EnCore supports all these capabilities and more.

The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present the design of EnCore and its implementation on Android devices.
• We demonstrate EnCore’s capabilities through Context, an Android application that provides communication, sharing, collaboration and organization based on events. The application was shaped by user feedback from a series of testbed deployments.

• A variant of the SDDR protocol implemented over Bluetooth 4.0. SDDR-4 takes full advantage of the new broadcast and low-energy features of Bluetooth 4.0, and is compatible with existing Bluetooth 2.1 accessories without compromising privacy.

• We report on a series of live deployments of Context and EnCore, with 35 users at MPI-SWS in Saarbrücken, Germany.

Roadmap The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We sketch related work in Section 2, discuss EnCore’s capabilities and requirements in Section 3, and present the design of EnCore in Section 4. An app called Context, which makes the capabilities of EnCore available to mobile users is described in Section 5. The Android implementation of our prototype is sketched in Section 6, we present results of experiments and testbed deployment in Section 7, discuss risks and challenges in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2 Related Work

Mobile social apps Most currently deployed mobile social apps like foursquare [6], Color [5] and Google Latitude [8] rely on a cloud service to match co-located devices and relay data among them. These apps avoid local privacy leaks because there is no D2D communication. However, trust the provider with their whereabouts.

More recent systems like LoKast [11], AllJoyn [1], as well as Haggie [9, 54], and Musubi [29] use D2D radio communication, which enables infrastructure-independent and accurate detection of nearby devices (e.g., those within Bluetooth range). Also, in principle these systems could be designed so that users don’t have to trust the cloud provider with their sensitive data. Unfortunately, once D2D radio communication is enabled, devices can be tracked using their MAC address, introducing a new threat to privacy. Unlike the tracking of cellular phones by mobile operators, such “Bluetooth surveillance” by stores and businesses is not regulated [39].

EnCore relies on D2D radio communication, but incorporates an efficient periodic MAC-address change protocol that ensures that users cannot be tracked using their MAC address. The EnCore handshake protocol is provably secure and does not leak user identity or information except to other users who are explicitly permitted.

The AirDrop [10] service in Apple’s iOS 7 enables iPhone users to share content with nearby devices. AirDrop uses Bluetooth for device discovery and token setup, and an ad hoc Wi-Fi network to transfer data. AirDrop is designed for synchronous pair-wise sharing among colocated users. Android Beam [2] is similar to AirDrop but relies on NFC [14] to initiate, by placing devices back to back, a Bluetooth or Wi-Fi Direct [17] transfer of the content displayed on the screen. EnCore instead enables communication with all encountered EnCore devices, both during and after colocation. Moreover, EnCore prevents tracking, and supports anonymous and group communication.

Life-logging apps Friday [7] keeps an automated journal of user activities such as calls, SMSes, location history, photos taken and music history for browsing and sharing purposes. Memoto [13] is a life-logging camera that takes a picture every 30 seconds. The Funf framework used in the Social fMRI project [19] is a platform for building applications that collect information from the device for social and behavioral sensing. Since all these services upload the collected data to the cloud, users have to trust the cloud provider with their private information.

Private mobile social communication systems SMILE [46] is a mobile “missed connections” application, which enables users to contact people they previously met, but for who they don’t have contact information. SMILE creates an identifier and an associated shared key for any set of devices that are within Bluetooth range at a given time. Users can subsequently exchange messages (encrypted with the shared key) anonymously through a cloud-based, untrusted mailbox associated with the encounter ID.

In SmokeScreen [26], devices periodically broadcast two types of messages, clique signals (CSs) and opaque identifiers (OIDs). CSs enable private presence sharing, announcing the device’s presence to any nearby member of a mutually trusting clique of devices (e.g., friends). The sender’s identity can be determined from the signal only by clique members, who share a secret. OIDs enable communication with strangers. A trusted broker can resolve OIDs to the identity of their sender, assuming that two or more devices agree to mutually reveal their identities. In comparison, EnCore supports anonymous communication with strangers without requiring a trusted broker. In addition, by using Bloom filters, EnCore converges to a link value (analogous to CS) over time, which is not guaranteed in SmokeScreen.

SPATE [45] uses physical encounters among mobile devices to allow users to explicitly establish private communication channels, so that they can communicate and share data securely in the future. SPATE does not address anonymity, does not support communication
among strangers who did not explicitly introduce their devices, and does not provide a way to address devices by referring to a shared context.

**SDDR: Secure Device Discovery and Recognition**

SDDR [44] builds on the encounter-based communication style introduced by SMILE, adding selective, unilaterally revocable linkability. The SDDR handshake protocol is provably secure, non-interactive and energy-efficient. SDDR attempts to form an pair-wise encounter with each nearby device, establishing a shared key in the process. SDDR can also recognize a selectively linked user if permitted by the encounter peer. SDDR prevents cross-encounter linking based on link-layer addresses by changing the MAC address every “epoch” (roughly every 15 minutes). However, periodic address changes are not natively supported in Bluetooth 2.1 and causes established connections to reset. As we describe later (Section 6), our SDDR implementation, over Bluetooth 4.0, maintains all of the security properties of SDDR over Bluetooth 2.1, and preserves interaction with legacy accessories and devices.

**Privacy-preserving MAC Protocols**

SlyFi [33] is a link layer protocol for 802.11 networks that obfuscates packet bits, including MAC address identifiers and management information, in order to prevent adversaries from identifying or tracking users in an application-independent manner. EnCore addresses the complementary concern of enabling anonymous, context-based communication based on encounters. However, EnCore includes a Bluetooth MAC address change protocol to prevent cross-encounter linking. Bluetooth 4.0 [4] is a new protocol that incorporates interesting low-power, low-latency discovery and security extensions relevant to EnCore. We discuss Bluetooth 4.0 in Section 6.1.

**Location privacy**

Several works investigate location privacy for mobile devices [34, 38, 53, 32, 35]. Roughly speaking, the following classes of approaches have been proposed. The first class proposes to send fake or perturbed location data, or send location data at coarser granularity [38, 53, 32, 35, 41]. This class of approach essentially trades-off utility with privacy. The second class of approaches does not require data obfuscation, but resorts to anonymity [34, 37, 35]. For example, Koi [34] sends unperturbed locations to a cloud server; however, the location is not linkable with a user’s identity (assuming two non-colluding servers). In comparison with these approaches, EnCore achieves privacy without relying on trusted, centralized infrastructure.

**Device discovery**

Energy-efficient device discovery in wireless networks has been studied extensively [22, 36, 42, 30, 56]. EnCore currently uses a simple, static device discovery scheme, but could easily incorporate the more sophisticated protocols in the literature. Other work aims to enable users to prove that they were in a particular location [51, 43]. EnCore addresses the orthogonal problem of allowing users to prove that they were in the vicinity of certain other devices. The Unmanaged Internet Architecture [31] (UIA) provides zero-configuration naming and routing for personal devices. While it shares with EnCore the goal of enabling seamless communication among personal devices, UIA is not concerned with the specific communication model and privacy needs of mobile social applications.

### 3 EnCore: Capabilities and Requirements

In this section, we survey the communication requirements of mobile social apps and describe EnCore’s capabilities and the privacy needs of users in light of these capabilities. EnCore provides its capabilities without relying on a third-party provider that is entrusted with users’ whereabouts.

#### 3.1 Detecting nearby users and resources

A basic requirement of virtually all mobile social apps is the detection of nearby resources and users. Secure encounters enable this capability using D2D communication. Detecting nearby resources has several variants:

**Discovering when a known friend is nearby.**

Friends can be members of certain online social network circles (e.g., friends, family, colleagues), or specific users that have previously paired their devices. For privacy reasons, a user should be able to control discoverability by individuals or circles manually, and based on the present time, location, or activity. Moreover, a user’s device should be unlinkable by all other devices.

**Discovering relevant resources and nearby strangers that match a profile.**

The profile might include interests (e.g., “tango”) or relationship status (e.g., “single male age 27 seeking female”). For privacy reasons, a user should be able to control discoverability by individual profile attributes manually, and based on the present time, location, or activity. Moreover, an attribute should be visible only to devices that advertise a matching attribute.

**Keeping a record of (strangers’) devices encountered.**

This record is useful to communicate and share information related to a shared experience, presently (e.g., share recommendations for menu items while at a restaurant) or in the past (e.g., share selected photos from a joint tour bus ride). For privacy reasons, this record must not contain personally identifying or linkable information.
3.2 Event-based communication/sharing

Events are named sets of related encounters that are socially relevant, e.g., the participants of a social gathering in which people may wish to communicate. EnCore is able to infer certain types of events, and users can create named events by annotating specific encounters. Events occur naturally as users’ are presented with relevant encounter and context information. For instance, moviegoers at a theatre might wish to share movie recommendations on the spot, while participants of a sightseeing tour may wish to share selected photos and videos days later. Attendees at a conference might wish to virtually carry on a conversation started in the hallway, texting and sharing links long after the conference is over. Supporting events has the following requirements:

Ad hoc event creation: The ability to set up an event without the inconvenience of having to pair mobile devices with every attendee or enumerating every attendee by their contact details. This capability lowers the bar for setting up communication and sharing related to an ad hoc event or meeting.

Event-based communication: The ability to send, receive, share, organize and search information and contacts by referring to the time/location or name of the appropriate event. This capability makes it easy to communicate with people one has met on a particular occasion, without needing to remember everyone’s name or contact details.

Furthermore, the platform must protect user’s privacy and data confidentiality, leading to more requirements:

Privacy control: To protect privacy, users must retain the option to participate in an event with full contact details, a permanent nickname (“Alice”), or under an unlinkable, one-time pseudonym. The former may be appropriate for a meeting with business partners at a conference, while the latter are appropriate for sharing content related to a shared activity with strangers.

Access control: The ability to control access to the event is critical for private event-based communication. An event may be restricted to any subset of those physically present during a specific event, and may optionally include additional users who are invited by a member.

4 EnCore Design

In this section, we describe the primary services supported by the EnCore platform. Figure 1 depicts the various components of the EnCore architecture. EnCore uses the SDDR protocol to detect D2D encounters, and store these in the EnCore database. The Event Generator component groups, under user direction, related encounters into socially relevant named events, and stores these in the database. Users use applications to communicate with event peers. Depending on the event specification and the type of content shared, the Routing module decides how to forward event invitations, content and notifications to the members of an event. The information is sent using Conduits, which rely on an existing communication, storage of OSN service to affect communication. Applications usually default to specific conduits for particular event and data types, e.g., Dropbox for video sharing. Before describing each of these components, we discuss EnCore’s security properties and threat model.

4.1 EnCore Security Properties

Threat model We assume that a subset of devices is controlled by attackers who may both participate in the EnCore protocols as a peer and also collude among themselves. We assume that attackers can observe network communication, and unencrypted data stored in the Cloud. However, attackers cannot decrypt encrypted content or invert cryptographic hashes. Further, we assume that user devices are not compromised, i.e., attackers cannot learn honest users’ private keys or the shared keys associated with encounters or events in which no attacker was a participant. Finally, honest users do not share event keys with non-members.

We assume that user devices, including the operating system and any applications the user chooses to run, do not divulge information identifying or linking the device or user through EnCore conduits or other communication channels. (The EnCore protocols themselves do not leak identifiable information, including at the MAC layer.) Finally, we rule out radio fingerprinting attacks, which can identify a device by its unique RF signature [23]. Such attacks require sophisticated, non-standard signal capture hardware, and are outside our threat model.

Under these assumptions, EnCore provides the following guarantees:

Encounter unlinkability Attackers cannot link different encounters with a user’s device, unless the user has explicitly linked their device with an attacker’s device and
has not revoked the link.

**Communication unlinkability** Attackers cannot link communication or posts by a legitimate user in different events, unless the user has explicitly associated identifying information, such as a nickname, to the events.

**Anonymity** Attackers cannot learn the identity of a legitimate user or user’s device with whom they share an event, unless the user explicitly reveals this identity.

**Confidentiality** Attackers cannot learn the communication content of events in which no attacker participates.

**Authenticity** Users can verify the communication or content received in an event originates from a member.

### 4.2 Encounters

EnCore uses a modified version of the SDDR protocol for device discovery and for forming D2D encounters. During discovery, SDDR uses the underlying communication medium to identify all nearby devices, collecting their MAC addresses and periodic beacon messages. Once SDDR receives the beacon(s), it forms an encounter with the remote device, computing a shared key and checks if the device belongs to a known, selectively linkable user as described in [44].

The original SDDR implementation used Bluetooth 2.1 to provide an extremely efficient discovery implementation. Specifically, the SDDR implementation utilized Bluetooth 2.1 Extended Inquiry Response (EIR) mode, which allowed devices to respond to incoming beacons using only the Bluetooth controller allowing the main processor to remain in deep idle (and consume almost no energy). However, Bluetooth 2.1 does not support changing MAC addresses, which is required by SDDR; otherwise, users could simply be tracked by their MAC addresses regardless of the privacy provided by SDDR. As a result, the original SDDR implementation reset the Bluetooth controller with a new MAC address every epoch, every fifteen minutes or so. While this provided the necessary security guarantees, it also rendered the device useless for maintaining long-term connections with other paired accessories such as headsets.

In EnCore, we made the design decision to migrate SDDR to Bluetooth 4.0, which provides native support for randomized and changing addresses. This feature enables EnCore to maintain compatibility with legacy accessories. However, the communication model supported by Bluetooth 4.0 is different from Bluetooth 2.1, necessitating an entirely new wire protocol and FEC-based message encoding scheme. Our design and implementation of SDDR over Bluetooth 4.0 is described in Section 6.

### 4.3 Events

Events are socially meaningful sets of encounters. The *Event Generator* creates events by selecting encounters that take (or have taken) place concurrently and form a social event meaningful to users. There are two methods for generating events: relying on explicit user input from the *Context* application, or using existing user annotations (e.g., user’s calendar entries). The generator sends an invitation to all participating encounter peers in an event, containing an event ID and a shared event key, which can be used for communication among members.

EnCore provides several methods by which users can create events: For small meetings, all participants tend to interact in close proximity with one another, and thus all devices form encounters with each other. Users can manually select appropriate encounters, using cues such as whether an encounter corresponds to a known user, or a received signal strength indicator (RSSI), which helps to distinguish between nearby and distant users.

For larger events and future events, it is inconvenient or impossible for one user to select all participants from the set of encounters they observe at the time of event creation. If the event is managed, and has a list of attendees, it is possible to bootstrap the EnCore event using Facebook or another existing registration system. In the case of ad hoc events, the event creator can specify a time period and geographic area, such that any devices within the specified space-time region is automatically invited to the event. Any member of the event is able to invite additional devices subject to these constraints.

In designing EnCore, we chose not to use protocol means to disambiguate multiple EnCore events that correspond to the same social event. Thus, users are free to create multiple events for the same event, or (somewhat more commonly for large events), a few users may end up creating their own EnCore event corresponding to the same social event. Our experience is that event peers themselves resolve this ambiguity by gravitating to one event, abandoning the others without requiring an arbitration protocol. Of course, applications atop EnCore may choose to provide their own arbitration protocol.

### 4.4 Communication

All application-level communication in EnCore occurs among the members of an event. Two types of components within EnCore are responsible for communication, *Conduits* and the *Router*.

*Conduits* convey encrypted information among event peers. Conduits are adapters to existing communication, storage and online social network services, and are used to convey information between event participants. Conduits accept messages or content and, depending on the
type of conduit, either a list of encounter IDs (the communication end-points for pairwise message transport) or an event ID (the rendezvous point for group communication and sharing). They convert the encounter IDs or event ID into addresses or names used by the underlying communication, storage, or OSN service that the conduit relies on. To provide secure communication among the members of an event, the conduits encrypt the communication using either the shared encounter key(s) established during the handshake protocols, or the shared event key distributed during the event creation.

The Router component decides, based on the event specification and the type of information shared, how information is forwarded among event members. Three types of information are routed: event invitations, content, and notifications. If the conduit used for the event and information type supports multicast or shared storage, then the router delivers the information in one step, using the event ID as an address and the event key to encrypt. If the conduit supports pairwise communication, then the router sends the information to each member with which the local device shares an encounter, using the encounter IDs as addresses and the associated shared keys to encrypt. If not all pairs of event members share an encounter, then the routers on each member device forward the information to all of their local encounter peers that meet the event membership specification and have not already received it.

4.5 Security Guarantees

Building EnCore on SDDR guarantees the security properties related to unlinkability. Since SDDR requires periodic MAC address changes, devices are not linkable at the Bluetooth layer unless the tracking device is present whenever the SDDR device changes addresses. Similarly, since SDDR ensures that the advertisements do not carry identifying information (except to linked users), devices remain unlinkable. The confidentiality and authenticity guarantees are provided by ensuring that all communication is encrypted and protected by a message authentication code, using either an event key or an encounter key. Since only encounter or event peers possess the same shared keys, this ensures both confidentiality (event peers can decrypt) and authenticity (only encounter or event peers can post).

5 Using Events with Context

We have developed an Android application called Context over EnCore. Context maintains a private record of the user’s activities and social encounters, and allows users to communicate, share, collaborate, organize and search information and contacts using events. The design of Context was shaped significantly by user feedback during a series of testbed deployments within our institute community since September, 2012. Even though Context still lacks the feature wealth, sleekness and visual polish of a commercial product, users in our institute-internal deployment have generally found Context useful, and have come up with creative uses for its capabilities. We provide quantitative details of Context’s usage in our deployment in Section 7.2, as well as qualitative user feedback in Section 8.1. In the rest of this section, we briefly describe the main functions provided by Context and their value to the user: browsing the user’s timeline and identifying socially relevant encounters, managing events, posting and receiving information, and managing the user’s linkability.

5.1 Browsing the timeline

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of Context’s timeline view for a hypothetical user Bob. Bob can navigate this view by scrolling, zooming or searching by keyword or date. The timeline view shows encounters, events and calendar entries as horizontal bars spanning time intervals. For linked encounters, the peer’s name is displayed. Anonymous encounters show “Unknown” as the peer name. The height and color of the encounter bar indicates signal strength and is a rough proxy for proximity. This view scrapes the user’s calendar and displays previously
scheduled entries. Any EnCore events are displayed in the events area. Events are marked with pending invitations or notifications (if any).

Selecting any UI element reveals more information about, and shows a menu of possible actions on, the element. For example, selecting an event highlights the participating encounters, allows the user to inspect or edit the event’s metadata, invite more participants, or launch an application to browse the event’s content. Selecting a location switches to a map-based view.

This simple linear view provides remarkable functionality: For instance, as shown by (1) on the Figure, by navigating back to this view, Bob can remind himself that he was with Alice at the TT championship before lunch on September 10, and eventually they walked to lunch together. The events pane shows that Bob was invited to the associated event and has a pending notification.

The rectangles (2) and (3) show how social events, both scheduled and impromptu, naturally line up vertically along the timeline. (2) shows that Dave joined Bob and Alice for lunch, and that there was someone (unknown with high signal strength) else nearby. This may be sufficient hint for Bob to recall that Dave was with his guest at lunch. There were other lower signal strength encounters with unlinked users at lunch. Similarly, (3) shows a scheduled event, the Reading Group, that has a calendar entry and an associated EnCore event. Once again the vertical alignment of the high signal strength encounters with Kelly and Jack serve as reminder that they were at the reading group meeting. The encounter with Amy has low signal strength and likely is an artifact of her being in a nearby room but not at the reading group meeting.

5.2 Creating events

Users create events by touching the “Create Event” button and selecting a set of encounters to be included. If the event was previously scheduled in the calendar, its metadata (name, duration) is automatically imported; otherwise, the user can adjust the default duration inferred from the selected encounters, enter a name for the event, and optionally add the event to the calendar. Once the user confirms, the event is created and invitations are sent to the selected encounters.

For future or more complex events, the user can specify temporal and spatial (e.g., within the current building) constraints for included encounters. Future and transitive encounters that meet these constraints are invited automatically.

By default, the appropriate conduit to implement an event is chosen automatically. When all participants are linked encounters who provide Facebook account details (as is the case in our deployment at users’ request), then a conduit is chosen that maps the event to a private Facebook event. Otherwise, a conduit is chosen that maps the event to a folder in Dropbox. Unlike Facebook, the Dropbox conduit supports anonymous participants and provides the same basic sharing functionality, albeit without the integration and the sophisticated event presentation of Facebook.

These facilities make it easy to set up communication and sharing among a socially meaningful group of users in an ad hoc fashion. The event creator does not require contact details of the participants, and can include anonymous users via unlinked encounters.

5.3 Posting information

Context appears as a choice in Android’s Share menu\(^1\). Therefore, any type of content can be selected (e.g., pictures and videos from the Android gallery, audio from a recording app, pin drops from a map app, text from a notes app) and shared via Context. Within Context, the user simply touches an event in which the content is to be posted.

As a convenient shortcut, users can post information directly from within Context and select an encounter with whom the information should be shared with, without creating an event. Internally, Context creates an event with default metadata to handle the posted information.

These facilities make it very convenient to send messages and share content with nearby or previously encountered users.

We note that posting information in clear text, currently, violates our confidentiality guarantees as Facebook can see them. In the future, we plan on integrating with the Persona [20] OSN platform, which allows users to cryptographically control the visibility of the posted information.

5.4 Receiving information

Notifications about incoming messages, posts or pending event invitations are shown as icons with red flags on the corresponding event, or an encounter in the case of a message sent directly to an encounter. For instance, in Figure 2, there is a new post in the “Reading group” event, and a pending invitation to the “Table tennis championship” event. Notifications are also summarized in the notification center shown as an earth icon at the top of the screen. Touching it will scroll to the nearest event or encounter with a pending notification. Preference settings allow users to suppress notifications by type or source.

\(^{1}\) Most Android content apps have a “Share” button, which opens a menu of applications through which the selected content can be shared.
To respond to an event invitation, the user touches the event, optionally views the event’s metadata, and then accepts, declines or defers the invitation. To read incoming messages or posts, the user selects the relevant event or encounter. Touching an event launches an external application (e.g., Facebook) to show the latest post in the event.

These facilities enable users to prioritize, filter, browse and navigate incoming information according to its context: event, encounter, time and location.

5.5 Controlling linkability

Context allows users to control the information revealed in an encounter in a variety of ways. The user can choose to reveal a linkable nickname or their real identity in all encounters, or only to selected peer devices. The linkable peers can be selected based on existing relationships in an online social network (e.g., Facebook) or a contact list, or by pairing devices individually.

Moreover, linkability can be controlled based on the user’s present location or time. For instance, users can choose to be linkable to colleagues only when in the office and not be linkable by anyone at certain times.

Recall that a Facebook private event is used by default for events among linkable encounters who provide Facebook details. User posts are linkable across such events. Users can use a separate Facebook account under a pseudonym for this purpose; in fact, all participants in our deployment use test accounts separate from their main Facebook account. To avoid linkability across events, the creator of an event can choose to use a Dropbox conduit instead, and users can decline invitations to Facebook backed events if they so choose.

These facilities enable users to effectively control their privacy.

6 Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of EnCore and Context.

6.1 SDDR over Bluetooth 4.0

We have implemented a modified version of SDDR on the Android platform, using Bluetooth Low-Energy support instead of Bluetooth 2.1. We use Samsung Galaxy Nexus phones running Android 4.1.2 with the android-omap-tuna-3.0-jb-mr0 kernel. We modified this kernel by patching in Bluetooth 4.0 L2CAP communication support present in the Linux 3.7.7 kernel, as well as a power-related bug fix in the Bluetooth controller driver.

As described in [44], in order to provide selective linkability, SDDR devices store an advertised and listen set, each containing linkability values (or link values); if a value in device A’s advertised set exists within device B’s listen set, then B can detect A. Upon detection by the underlying radio, the SDDR protocol exchanges a beacon message containing a Diffie-Hellman (DH) [28] public key, and a set digest structure containing salted hashes of the advertised set values. Upon receiving a beacon from a remote device, an SDDR peer computes shared DH key and checks to see if elements of its listen set are found in the newly advertised set.

The EnCore implementation of SDDR utilizes the broadcast feature of Bluetooth 4.0. Bluetooth 4.0 introduces new roles for devices, two of which are advertisers and scanners. Advertisers periodically broadcast small messages, containing a 31-byte payload, to nearby scanners who listen for messages. Unlike the exclusively pair-wise communication in Bluetooth 2.1, advertisers in Bluetooth 4.0 can broadcast their messages to all nearby devices [4].

SDDR exchanges a beacon, consisting of a 192-bit DH public key and a Bloom filter containing the link values present in the advertised set; however, this beacon can not fit into the 31-byte limit of Bluetooth 4.0 advertisement messages. Instead, we model the advertisement channel as a packet-erasure channel, i.e. packets are either received correctly or not at all, and send the beacon message, in segments, encoded using Reed-Solomon (RS) coding [50]. RS codes are optimal erasure-correction codes, meaning the receiver can reconstruct the original K data symbols after receiving any K of N total symbols.

Figure 3 illustrates our method for generating advertisements from the beacon information. Each advertisement contains an index to identify the RS and Bloom filter segments. We divide both the public key and the Bloom filter into segments, with each advertisement containing a single RS and Bloom filter segment. In order to produce the RS-coded segments, the coding matrix (in the form of a Vandermonde identity matrix [48]) is multiplied by the vector containing all segments of the public key. Note that the Bloom filter segments do not require forward error correction since if the receiver misses an advertisement, it can simply replace the segment with all 1’s in the reconstructed Bloom filter. As more advertisements arrive, the effective false positive rate of the Bloom filter decreases.

The discovery protocol runs periodically (roughly every 15 seconds), acting as both an advertiser and scanner. Using the public key and Bloom filter generated at the start of each epoch, the device computes and starts to broadcast the next advertisement (according to the current index). Devices also scan to capture broadcasts from nearby devices, and report the set of discovered devices to the higher EnCore layers.
Once enough advertisements are received, the handshake protocol attempts to decode the remote device’s public key and compute the shared key. Once decoded, the public key is used to query the Bloom filter (which may only be partially received) for all link values in the local listen set; as new Bloom filters fragments are received, the result converges to the true intersection, modulo false positives inherent in the original Bloom filter.

6.2 Conduits and router

EnCore currently supports the following conduits:

**SMTP conduit**: The SMTP conduit allows users to securely exchange e-mails with the participants of an event. The SMTP conduit allows any email client on the device to send a message to the email addresses associated with one or more encounter peers. If an encounter is linkable and has an associated email address, the message is simply sent to that address. If the encounter is unlinkable, then a one-time email address is derived from the encounter ID, and the message is sent to that address. The current implementation uses mailinator.com [12] for this purpose, which does not require user registrations and creates mailboxes on-the-fly as mail arrives for an address. The mail is public for all who can guess an email address, but this does not affect confidentiality since all EnCore mail is encrypted using an encounter or event key.

**Dropbox conduit** The Dropbox conduit converts an event ID into a folder name on Dropbox, and stores all content posted to the event into that folder, encrypted with the shared event key.

**Facebook conduit** This conduit associates an EnCore event with a private Facebook event. It requires that all participants in the event are linkable and provide details for a Facebook account. The event’s participants appear in the Facebook event with the identity of the account they provided. Textual posts, comments, likes and photos are posted in the Facebook event in cleartext, to maintain the flexibility and convenience of the Facebook interface. However, video and audio recording posted to the event are uploaded using the Dropbox conduit (encrypted with the shared event key), and a URL to that content is posted in the Facebook event. In the future, we plan on integrating with the Persona [20] OSN platform.

**Router** The current router implementation is limited to forwarding information within events in which all members share pairwise encounters. We’re in the process of adding forwarding. There has not been much demand for this feature so far, due to the relatively small size of our deployment and the types of events users have requested.

7 Evaluation

We have evaluated EnCore using microbenchmarks of CPU usage and power consumption, and also via a series of user studies. All of our experiments used Samsung Galaxy Nexus devices, containing a 1.2 GHz dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor. We begin with a description of the microbenchmarks, and conclude with results from our latest user study.

7.1 Microbenchmarks

**Protocol Computation Time** We have measured the SDDR-4 handshake protocol computation time while varying the number of link values in the listen and advertised sets. We compare execution time to an implementation [27] of the JL10 scheme [40] for Private Set Intersection (PSI). Results are similar to the original SDDR protocol: For all set sizes, SDDR-4 executes over three orders of magnitude faster than standard PSI.

**Energy Consumption** EnCore runs the SDDR protocol permanently in the background on a mobile device, and therefore power consumption considerations have informed considerable parts of its design. We have collected extensive power traces of different parts of the EnCore protocol using the BattOr [52] power monitor. The BattOr samples the voltage and current across the battery terminals at a rate of 1 kHz, and makes this data available via (its own) USB connection. We collected this data for the SDDR-4 protocol variant, as described in Section 6.1.

Detailed energy results for the original SDDR protocol can be found in [44].

Table 1 summarizes the energy consumed and the average power required for each of the different SDDR operations. The idle power consumption while the device is in airplane mode (no radios are enabled) is a negligible
1.73 mW. Since discoveries continually take place in our protocol, we include the power and energy consumption from suspending and waking up the device. As a point of comparison, we have included energy consumed by Bluetooth 2.1 inquiry scans and name requests.

Discoveries are the most expensive operations within SDDR, in part due to the significant overhead introduced from suspending and waking up the device; for BT 4.0, this overhead makes up ~35% of the energy consumption. BT 4.0 advertisements consume very little energy (< 1mW/s), since only the Bluetooth controller (and not the main processor) must run; in addition, the broadcast takes place within a few milliseconds. Overall, the power consumption of SDDR-4 within EnCore is negligible, dominated by other overheads such as activity detection and location determination. Power consumption increases by one order of magnitude once the screen is powered on and the user interacts with Context. Even with all features enabled continuously, no user within our deployment reported an instance of a device running out of battery mid-day during the testing period.

### 7.2 Live deployment

Our latest EnCore field deployment has begun on September 9, 2013, with 35 volunteers in the Saarbrücken office of MPI-SWS. The participants were staff members and researchers, and were informed about the purpose of the experiment and the data collected. Most of the participants (32 out of 35) were not involved in the project.

**Deployment setup** We provided each participant with a Galaxy Nexus phone running EnCore with Context and the Facebook app. All phones were configured with the account details of a different Facebook test account with a pseudonym. At users’ request all phones were selectively linked with each other by default. Users were able to change the linkability settings, configure their personal calendars for display in Context, and change the pseudonym to their real name if they wished to do so (30 of the 35 users did). None of the users modified the default linkability setting, which was to be linked to all other users regardless of their location. This is not surprising since the deployment was carried out among mutually trusting users and linkability was limited to experimental devices only.

We requested users to carry the device, and encouraged them to use Context to create events, communicate and share content as they saw fit. On September 16, we installed an audio recording and a note taking application on each of the devices because several users requested it, in addition to the default camera, gallery, calendar and map applications already available on each device.

The phones ran EnCore, using the SDDR-4 protocol. The phones executed discoveries every 13.5 seconds and changed MAC addresses every 15 minutes.

**Statistics from the deployment** After the first two weeks of the deployment, we collected statistics for all the events created, which we present below. The users’ activity level was roughly bimodal. 17 users created fewer than three events and made fewer than five posts, while 18 users exceeded these numbers. Among the users not related to the project, the maximum number of events created by a single user was 12 and the maximum number of posts created by a single user were 30.

**Event usage** After removing from consideration a num-
number of events that had been created by project members for demonstration purposes, a total of 128 events remain. We have divided these events into three categories based on their names: Research meetings (16%), social events (48%), and unknown (36%). We classified an event as unknown if its purpose was not obvious from its name. Figure 4 shows the distribution of event types and Figure 5 presents the timelines of a selection of five actual events created during the deployment.

Based on informal feedback from users and our own observations, there was an interesting mix of expected and creative uses of events. Events were created for research gatherings, such as meetings, reading groups, etc., and used to exchange meeting notes, audio recordings, followup comments and links to related papers. The ‘research meeting’ and the ‘reading group’ events in Figure 5 show the activity timelines of two events in this category. Also, as seen in Figure 6, these events tend to contain a moderate number of participants, which is what we commonly observe for project/group meetings and reading groups in our institute.

Almost half of the events were created for social or informal gatherings, such as lunches, coffee breaks, sports activities, bus rides, karaoke events, etc., and used to share photos, videos and comments during and after the event. The ‘karaoke’, ‘playing guitar’ and ‘lunch’ events in Figure 5 are typical examples. Some creative uses include events to invite nearby people for coffee breaks, or to inform nearby people about left over party food using a picture of the food. The number of members in social events ranges from 2 to 20 users, which is expected given the size of our deployment (Figure 6).

Figure 5 also highlights that events can be created after the associated event has ended, and that conversations tend to extend beyond the event duration. Figure 7 shows the distribution of conversation durations for different types of events. Even though most of the events didn’t have conversations longer than five hours, there were cases where users referred back to events they had attended in the past and posted content to them long after the actual event had finished.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the types of posts within events. Note that the audio recording application was installed one week into the deployment; the proportion of audio posts might have been higher had it been installed from the beginning. A major portion of photos were uploaded directly from Context, rather than via the Facebook application, which suggests that users found it convenient to refer to an event directly from Context’s timeline.

Summary EnCore and Context provide a basis for exploring secure ad hoc interactions, and both the analysis of data from the deployment, and personal user feedback, shows that real users find the paradigm useful. In our closed deployment, users usually linked with each other and found new ways to collaborate and share with colleagues using Context. In the next section, we discuss aspects of Context not exercised by our deployment.

8 Discussion

In this section, we first revisit the example scenario introduced in section 1 from the perspective of EnCore, then we describe the qualitative feedback we received from our users, and discuss primary risks and challenges that remain open.

Example scenario - Tourists visiting a site: Consider again the scenario introduced in section 1. While there, visitors could share live recommendations with nearby users via their ongoing encounters and conduits (Section 4.4) without revealing any (long-term) linkable information about themselves. EnCore will inform a user when known friends are within radio range, if the user had previously linked with them (Section 5.5). Finally EnCore events provide a convenient way to share content (e.g. photos, video, messages) with those people who were with them during the visit. Even though our deployment did not cover all the aspects of the above scenario, EnCore provides all the necessary primitives for it. Based on the encouraging feedback we received from the deployment, which we describe next, we believe that EnCore can be adapted to cover a wide range of usage scenarios.
8.1 Qualitative user feedback

Quantitative performance evaluations are often inadequate in capturing the utility of new functionality. User engagement can be an important metric, and here we describe the qualitative feedback we received from our users, both during and after the test deployments. At the end of the first week of the latest deployment, 25 out of 35 users expressed their interest in continuing to use the application for another week. Currently, 16 users continue to use the system. We believe this is encouraging since it shows that users (albeit, highly technically proficient ones) find the system useful. In the rest of this section, we discuss features that users have requested. We believe feature requests are illuminating. While they obviously point out shortcomings in the existing system, they also point to innovation enabled by, and creative use of EnCore’s capabilities, some of which were not anticipated by the design team.

Support for sharing audio recordings and import/export of events to/from calendar was requested by users and rolled out during the current deployment. Various requests were related to encounter export, to make information about nearby users available to other applications. For instance, exporting a “Nearby” group into the Android address book, which includes the contact details of currently nearby users, if known.

A frequently requested feature is the ability to browse the EnCore timeline, post content and manage events from a desktop computer. Users have also requested the option to thread recurrent or related events, and view posts and comments within a thread in a linearized manner. Finally, users asked that Context suggest events and content to post, based on the users’ history, preference, and current context. For instance, if Alice, Bob and Charlie have had frequent meetings recently, then Context could automatically suggest another instance of the event when it notices similar circumstances (encounters, location, time). These feature requests suggest that users find the ability to explore an encounter timeline, coupled with the ability to create links, relate and recount events to be useful.

8.2 Risks and challenges

User privacy and security has informed every step of EnCore’s design. Unlike virtually all existing mobile social apps, EnCore does not require the user to reveal their sensitive context data, which often combines location, social contact and communication trace, to a provider. Moreover, EnCore prevents Bluetooth device tracking and provides strong security and privacy guarantees within its threat model. However, privacy risks and usability challenges remain.

EnCore Database confidentiality: The data logged by EnCore resides on the mobile device, and is susceptible to loss, theft, or subpoena. It is not clear what legal rights regarding privacy and self-incrimination, if any, users can assert with respect to data stored on their personal devices. Encrypting the EnCore database protects the data in the case of loss or theft, though it will not stop a court from compelling the user to provide the decryption keys. The risk can be somewhat reduced by configuring the database to store limited history. Since the usefulness of encounter information likely diminishes over time, the resultant loss of functionality may be acceptable. Private profile matching: Linking encounters based on shared attributes is supported by EnCore, but currently not fully exported by Context. A challenge in this regard is how to prevent attacks where a malicious device advertises attributes in order to learn as many attributes of nearby users as possible. The problem can be partly mitigated by ignoring devices that advertise too many attributes or change their attributes too frequently, but a more general defense is hard, unless attributes can be certified by an external authority.

Reliably identifying socially relevant encounters: Identifying relevant encounters (e.g., the participants of a shared event) was not a problem in our deployment. The fact that all participants revealed their name or a pseudonym while in the office, combined with the signal strength indication, proved sufficient.

However, identifying socially relevant encounters in a larger and denser environment with many unlinkable devices is an open challenge. For instance, it is important to reliably identify the attendees of a private, closed door meeting that takes place in an office building with EnCore devices in adjacent rooms. We’re currently experimenting with an audio confirmation protocol, where devices have to answer a (fast attenuating) challenge transmitted as an audio chirp, in order to identify devices in the same room.

In other situations, like a crowded party, distinguishing individual attendees is usually not necessary, because the most likely types of interaction (e.g., sharing photos) are directed to the group as a whole. In situations where users wish to identify individuals within a crowded space (e.g., a dinner party at a busy restaurant), people tend to know each other and have their devices linked already. If not, they can resort to bumping devices via NFC or shake-to-connect [25, 47]. In this case, no contact details would be exchanged (unless desired), but the encounter would be marked as “confirmed” on both devices.

9 Conclusion and future work

We have described the design, implementation, and evaluation of EnCore: a mobile platform for social appli-
cations based on secure encounters. EnCore can support a wide range of event-based communication primitives for mobile social apps, with strong security and privacy guarantees, without requiring a trusted provider, and while integrating with existing communication, storage and OSN services. As part of our evaluation, we have conducted small-scale deployments of Context, an app for event-based communication, sharing and collaboration. User experience was favorable: users were engaged, requested new features, and used the app in interesting ways not envisioned by the designers.

While our small-scale deployments has been invaluable in developing the system, secure encounter-based communication promises more than we have been able to evaluate among a small set of mutually trusting, technically-savvy users. Evaluating EnCore’s primitives in dense environments and among strangers requires larger scale deployment onto a more heterogeneous population. We are in the process of completing a unprivileged version of EnCore, which will be much easier to disseminate at scale. Our experience catalogued in this paper gives us confidence that EnCore and the secure encounter primitive will continue to prove useful, and a larger userbase will yield compelling new ways to communicate using EnCore.
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